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A Legacy
For many individuals, turning thirty is a
major milestone – one that prompts
reflection on how we have spent our three
decades on earth – as children, teenagers,
and young adults. After considering how
we have spent our youth, our attention
shifts to what is ahead. We start to appre-
ciate that the future is not just our future,
but a future that is shared by family,
friends, and indeed, anyone we connect
with during – and beyond – our lifetime.
We also start to understand that the
decisions and actions of our first three
decades are integral to how that future
plays out.
Similarly, as the Brunswick-Topsham
Land Trust celebrates its thirtieth
anniversary, we have taken a moment to
reflect on what we have achieved, what
we have learned, and how this can
benefit our community and our natural
surroundings as we move forward. What
have we accomplished? How has it
prepared us for what lies ahead? And
what will be our legacy?
In thirty years, thanks to those who
have supported us, we have grown from a
small group of dedicated neighbors into a
professional organization that is seen as
a leader in land conservation. The will of
our members to support our annual
budget and fund our land projects has
enabled us to expand our conservation
holdings and fulfill our stewardship
A Note from Our Leadership
Reflecting on Legacy as We Turn 30
obligations. Volunteer support and
community partnerships have allowed
us to build synergy and amplify our
community-building.  The determina-
tion of our Board of Directors and staff
to embark on creative programming and
ambitious fundraising has woven us into
the fabric of our community. 
Looking back, we are grateful for the
broad-based support and mission-driven
work that has laid the foundation for our
legacy. Looking ahead, we are excited
about the opportunity to build upon
that foundation with the enduring gifts
of conserved lands that protect our
quality of place, trails for public recre-
ation, educational activities to foster
appreciation of nature, and community
programs that bring economic and
social benefits to our region. With your
help and continued commitment, we
are creating a legacy that will give our
community and organization the
confidence and resilience to endure –
“now and for generations to come”.
Thank you for your support!
Sincerely,
Angela Twitchell, Executive Director
Brad Babson, Board President 
Angela Twitchell Brad Babson
Cover: Young Explorers pick blueberries at Crystal Spring Farm. Photo by Lisa Martin.
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The Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust has been working since 1985 to
protect our heritage of rich natural resources, provide access to land for
recreation and traditional land uses, and support resilient communities,
both human and wild. We have protected and must now steward over
2,300 acres of land – forever. We work hard to offer many ways for
people to engage with our conserved lands. When a community is
deeply connected to its land and natural resource base, it prospers on
many levels. We are so grateful to our many donors, grant makers,
volunteers, and community partners who make it possible for us to
leave a legacy of strengthening our community through conservation.
Legacy
noun
• A gift left for or handed down to the next generation
• Anything received from an ancestor or predecessor
Legacy
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Protecting Important Places
Thanks to the increased resources
brought in during our Comprehensive
Campaign and the many conservation
opportunities before us, our Lands
Committee was incredibly busy and
successful during the 2014-2015 fiscal
year. During this time we worked to
reach agreement with landowners and
began due diligence on 17 projects
totaling 264 acres in the Towns of
Brunswick, Topsham and Bowdoin.
These projects are in some of our most
important conservation focus areas –
Middle Bay, Cathance River, Muddy
River, Woodward Cove – and offer the
chance to conserve agricultural lands,
protect large undeveloped habitat blocks,
and connect important trail systems. 
Of these 17 projects, two closed in our
2014-15 fiscal year and are highlighted
below. The remaining 15 conservation
projects are expected to close by the end
of June 2016. This increased pace of
conservation would not be possible
without the support of our members –
THANK YOU for making this
exciting and lasting contribution to
our community possible!
Another Piece of the Puzzle Conserved
in the Historic District of Pennellville
The tradition of neighbors getting
together to conserve cherished lands
continued in fiscal year 2014-2015 with
the conservation of a 2-acre meadow in
the Pennellville Historic District. Our
first land conservation project was
Pennellville Meadow, where neighbors
came together in 1988 to protect a
16-acre section of the meadow. Since
then, the Land Trust has conserved five
other properties in the Pennellville area
for a total of 66 acres. Our conservation
activities in and around the Pennellville
Historic District are a contribution to
preserving the special natural, aesthetic,
and historic character of this unique area.  
Two-acre meadow, Pennellville
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Expanded Conservation 
on the Muddy River
The generosity and forethought of Dana
and Marilyn Cary – long-time supporters
of the Land Trust and conservation in the
Merrymeeting Bay area – enabled us to
conserve another parcel of land along the
Muddy River through the donation of a
conservation easement on their property.
The addition of this 8.2-acre parcel
increases the area of land conserved
along the Muddy River in Topsham to
534 acres. The property contains high
value scenic, ecological, wildlife and
fishery resources. The 800 feet of
protected shoreline along the Muddy
River is of particular importance as part
of the headwaters of Merrymeeting Bay.
Dana Cary, proudly displaying the harvest
from his conserved land in Topsham.
“Marilyn and Iplanned in recentyears how to care
for this special land in our estate
plan. We were both so satisfied
to complete our easement, and
give the Land Trust a big
‘thanks’ for their support of
our plans.” –Dana Cary
Cary Property, Muddy River
Dana Cary, proudly
displaying the harvest
from his conserved land
in Topsham.
Legacy
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“Market Day” by Robin
Brooks, featured on the
2015 Market poster.
Farmers’ Market
Our farmers’ market at Crystal Spring Farm continued to
thrive during its 16th season. Thousands of people visit our
market weekly to access healthful local food. The market
gives over 40 local vendors a valuable opportunity to market
their goods directly to customers and support their small
businesses. Now in its second year, our market EBT program
makes fresh local food accessible to low-income families. 
Tom Settlemire Community Garden
This year the Community Garden
hired a part-time coordinator to
oversee volunteers and manage the
Common Good Garden, where food 
is grown for the food bank and soup
kitchen at Mid Coast Hunger 
Prevention Program. Thanks to the
coordinator’s organizational efforts, 
the number of volunteer hours in the
Garden increased dramatically, many
new groups lent a hand in the Garden,
and collaboration with the Mid Coast
Hunger Prevention Program
expanded.
Young Explorers 
In 2015, Young Explorers grew food at the Community
Garden, toured a farm, and explored the trails. Volunteer
educators Corie Scribner and Olivia Griset created an
enriching curriculum for Explorers, and Young Explorer
“graduates” passed on their experiences by leading craft
activities. We redesigned our Passport, added a Parent’s
Guide, and increased our array of educational tools, 
including nets, field guides, and maps.
Merrymeeting Food Council
This important collaborative project has brought together
dozens of people from local organizations, farms, Bowdoin
College, and quasi-government programs to create a 
community network that aims to support local food 
production and make nutritious food accessible to everyone.
Garden Coordinator Corie
Washow at the spring
work day at TSCG. 
Photo by Jym. St. Pierre
Young Explorer Jack paints
his discoveries in the woods
at Crystal Spring Farm.
Connecting People to the Land
Maina Handmaker of the
Brunswick Food Shed
project, and Lee Cataldo,
BTLT Outreach & Education
Coordinator at the MFC
Launch in November 2015.
Labyrinth 
in the Woods
We have partnered
with First Parish
Church to plan and
develop a 50-foot
diameter outdoor
labyrinth. The
labyrinth is nestled
in the woods at
Crystal Spring Farm
and will be accessible by trails near the Community Garden. Construction of
the traditional 7-circuit path of granite paving stones was completed in the fall
of 2015. Named to honor Susan Fitzgerald – a beloved educator in our area –
the labyrinth will be an enduring gift to our community 
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Labyrinth under construction.
Stewardship
2015 was a busy year in stewardship! We trained our first
group of trail monitors, expanded our crew of trail work
volunteers, and added easement and property monitors to
steward our growing list of conserved properties. These
volunteers provide a significant service to the Land Trust –
acting as valuable eyes and ears on our properties. Trail
workers alert us of safety issues (such as blowdowns across a
trail) and maintenance needs, and do invaluable upkeep on
our 17 miles of trails. Easement and property monitors ensure
the conservation values of properties remain strong. Together,
these volunteers help us keep our precious local landscapes
beautiful and accessible.
Our trails, close to where we live and
work, give people a place to exercise and
connect with nature every day. We work
hard to keep them beautiful and healthy.
In 2015, we renovated Cathance River
Nature Preserve trails to create extended
hikes, enhance ecological conditions,
and reduce ongoing maintenance needs.
We also created a Maquoit Road trail
connection to existing trails at Crystal
Spring Farm and are in the final stages
of planning a new trail at Chase Reserve
in Brunswick.
Stewardship is forever, so 2016 will
bring a host of new projects, along with
the continued steady work of carefully
tending lands entrusted to our care.
Serious stewardship of our lands is both
our responsibility–and our legacy–to
future generations.
8
Legacy
In 2015, Brunswick-Topsham Land
Trust completed its $7-million
Strengthening Our Community
Through Conservation Comprehen-
sive Campaign. The success of the
Campaign went beyond financial
donations and included a dramatic
increase in land protection projects.
The Campaign enabled us to expand
our programs and create a critical
dedicated fund for stewardship.
Funds Raised
Through a combination of land and
conservation easement donations,
private contributions, and public
grants, the Land Trust raised over 
$7 million, exceeding the goal of 
$5.9 million. More than 1,200 members,
donors, and partners contributed to the
Campaign. With this support, Brunswick-
Topsham Land Trust has significantly
strengthened its capacity to be a key
community partner.
Acres Protected
The Campaign spawned conservation 
of 27 properties totaling 1,001 acres,
devoting $4.5 million to new projects  
that protect significant wildlife habitat,
farmland, and new places to enjoy the
outdoors. Highlights of the new 
properties afforded by the Campaign
include: Chase Reserve on Maquoit Bay,
Ricker-Scammon Farm in Topsham, 
12 properties along the Cathance River
totaling 351 acres, and 7 properties
totaling 135 acres in our Middle Bay 
focus area.
Community 
Support
Youth volunteers on the trails
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Community Partners and Business Partners Giving Societies
In support of our work, over 30 individuals now give $1,000 or more annually
through the Community Partners program. Nine businesses donate $1,000 or
more annually through the Business Partners program. These initiatives, and the
generous support they are eliciting, are integral to our long term sustainability,
and we are working to grow them as we move out of the Campaign.
“Igrew up in a family where being part ofthe natural world was a way to learn andhelp understand the cycle of life. I am
forever grateful for those lessons. They have
provided a path toward a life that feels
connected and amazed.
By becoming a volunteer with the Brunswick-
Topsham Land Trust more than 25 years ago, I
found a way to begin to give back what others
had given me. Being a part of the Land Trust’s
work to build community through conservation,
promote education, help with hunger prevention,
build our local food economy, and much more has been a gift to me.”
Tom Settlemire and his family exemplify the many ways to support the Land Trust’s
mission. Their support includes: dedicating countless hours of volunteer time; donating
at the Community Partner level (annual membership of $1,000 or more); establishing
the Marilyn Settlemire Scholarship Program at the Community Garden; providing
Comprehensive Campaign gifts; giving a planned land easement donation; and planning
an estate gift that benefits the Land Trust. 
Gary Fogg making trail repairs
Tom Settlemire at the Community Garden
that bears his name.
Stewardship Endowment
The Campaign doubled our conserved
properties, and highlighted the importance
of providing for the care of these precious
lands – forever. Through the Campaign,
we raised $450,000 for land stewardship
and created our first ever endowment fund
to support ongoing care of these proper-
ties. We will need much more to fully fund
our commitment to steward the land in
perpetuity and have a goal of growing our
dedicated stewardship fund to $2 million
over the next 10 years.
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* Claudia LaBella Adams
* Harold W. and Lyn Adams
Janet Adams
* Chris and Leah Aeppli
Anna Agell and Paul Denison
Jean Aley-Sorce
* Bethany Allen
* Robert and Patricia Allen
Andrew Allen
* Edwin Allen, Jr. and Barbara Bean
Donald and Sara Almy
* Peter and Becky Alter
James and Barbara Alvord
* David and Michelle Amann
* Rudolf and Elizabeth Amann
Frances and Petey Ambrose
Tony Ampezzan
* Bruce and Nan Amstutz
* Gregory Anderson and
Patsy Dickinson
* Carol Anderson
* Bob Anderson and Nancy Hasenfus
* Glenn and Angela Anderson
Kurt and Janet Anderson
John B. Anderson
Elizabeth Andrews
Phyllis Austin
* Ronald and Mary Baard
* Bradley and Katharine Babson
Darby Babson and Michael Dumont
* George and Christine Bachrach
* Peter Bachrach
Peter and Laura Baecher
Walter and Inez Baker
* Jennifer Baldwin Mackey and
Martin Mackey
* Michael and Jacqueline Ballback
* Peter Bals
Jay and Erin Baltes
* Jeanne Bamforth
* Tim and Anne Banks
* Shannon Banks and Lk Gagnon
David and Donna Bann
* Richard and Kathy Baribeau
William and Susan Barker
R. Elizabeth Barnhart
Mary R Barron
Frederick and Doffie Barstow
* Chip Bartlett
* Maxwell and Charlotte Barus
* Peter and Katie Basquin
* David and Geri Bassett
* Jack and Dana Bateman
Barrett A. Bates
* Michael Battaini
* Dan Ankeles and
Catherine Fredricks
* Anonymous (10)
* Priscilla Anson
Andree Appel and Dana Baer
* P. Blake and Joanne Appleton
* Juris and Astrida Apse
* Jane Arbuckle
* Randall and Linda Arendt
* Poppy Arford
* Connie Armstrong
* Doris Armstrong
Rosemary Armstrong and
Richard Seymour
Dave Armstrong
Jill Arnold
Michael Arthur and Jen Scanlon
* Mrs. Ellen Asherman
Margaret Wilson and Lloyd Van
Lunen, in honor of
* Carolyn Assini
Toby Atkins
Debbie Atwood
Lillian Aubens
Paule Aubery
* Jane Auchincloss
* Lou and Deb Augustine
* Charles Ault
* Suzanne Austin
Donors
Thank You!
Brunswick-Topsham Land
Trust gratefully acknowledges
the following individuals,
businesses, and organizations
for their support of the
Strengthening Our Community
Through Conservation
Comprehensive Campaign
and annual contribution
during fiscal year 2015.
Young Explorer Liam on a farm tour. Photo by Lisa Martin.
*Denotes donors who made a contribution to the fiscal year 2014-15 membership campaign.
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* Mark Battle and Kathy Thorson
Donna and Alan Baughcum
* Ryan Baughman
* Adrienne Baum and Keith Spiro
* Dr. John C. Bauman and
Judith Bauman
Robert J. Baumer
* Thomas Baumgarte and Karen Topp
Joan Bayer
* Rachel Beane and Eric Chown
* Kate Beaumont
Robert Beaumont and Lenora Burke
* Jennifer Beaven and John Bartlett
Janice E Beckwermert
* Edgar and Carolyn Beem
* Josephine H. Belknap
David Bellows and Barbara Held
Robert Benchley
* Doug and Ellen Bennett
* Sherrie Bergman and Donald Quaid
Elizabeth W. Bergstrom
* Robert and Peggy Beringer
* Richard Bernasconi
* Dorothy Berner
* Raymond M. Bernier
* John and Jane Berry
* Mary Betts
* Mrs. Betty Bibber
Jennifer Bichrest
* Robert and Mary Biette
* David N. Biette
C. David and Rebecca Billings
* Joy and Ira Bird
Mrs. Bird
Nora Bishop
Donna Bissett and Rob Goodenow
Scott and Barbara Blackburn
Whitney and Susan Blair
Ed Blanchard
* Howard and Nancy Bliss
* Peter and Carol Blyberg
* Janet Bodwell
Bruce and Nancie Bogart
* Christian and Anna Boll
Joanne Bollinger
* Claude and Ann Bonang
* Robert and Susan Boothby
Les and Michelle Borodinsky
Adrian and Lisa Bossi
* Lisa Botshon and Peter Milligan
* Garet and Marciana Bottger
* Elaine Bouchard
John and Cheryl Bouchard
* Adrien Boudreau and Gisele Couturier
* David Boulter
* Lionel and Judith Bourque
Bowditch Charitable Trust
Marypat and Tom Bowen
* Marion H. Bowman
Michael Boyd and
Barbara Weiden Boyd
Helen Boynton and David Stuntz
* Phil and Nancy Brackett
* Mahlon Bradbury
* Steven D. and Joanna Bradley
* Ed and Jo Bradley
* Claude P. Brancart and Leslie
Randolph-Brancart
Margaret Brann
Dick and Anne Brautigam
* Sarah Brayman and Mark Petroff
* Anna and Les Breinich
Joan Brewer
* James and Kathy Bridge
* Gordon and Rosemary Brigham
* Frank and Peggy Broadbent
* Jim Brokaw and Mollie Sandock
* Gerry and Anne Brookes
* Reb Brooks
Robin and Jeanne Brooks
Jennifer Brotsky
* Abbie Brown
* Marion Brown
* Catherine Brown
* Patricia Brown
* Paul and Elaine Brown
* Eleanor Brown
* Lewis and Mary Brown
* Mitchell Brown
* Fred Brown
Charles Brown
Casey Brown
Marc Brown
* Jane Brox
Jean Brusila
* Evelyn Bryant
* William and Nicole Bryant
John Bryant and Elizabeth Reeves
* Edward and Beatrice Buchanan
* Roger Buchholz
* Bob and Jan Buck
* James and Janice Buckner
* Ruth R. Budd and John Ehrenfeld
William and Marlene Budd
* William and Jean Buermeyer
Carolyn Bulliner
* Elizabeth .L Bullock
* Amanda and Kevin Bunker
* James and Marybeth Burbank
* Robert and Therese Burgess
Darcie Burgoyne
Theresa Burke
* Drs. Paul Burns and Kristin Jhamb
* Richard and Martha Burns
* George and Barbara Burr
* Jennifer Butts
Dale and Angela Buxton
* Jim and Leslie Byrne
* Helen L. Cafferty and Otto
Emersleben
* Michael Cain and Debra VamVikites
* Sean Callahan and
Elisabeth Biemann
Joan Campbell and Mark Sprinkle
* Philip Cantelon and Eileen S.
McGuckian
* Phil Carey and Alida Snow
* Frank and Florence Carman
* Thomas Carney
* Robert Carnicella and
Anna Christie-Carnicella
* Susan Carpenter
* Suzanne Carr and Jan Loeb
Matt and Sarah Carr
* Everett and Dana Carson
* Dustin Carstensen
Patti Carter
Ann M Carter
Jennifer Cartmell
* Cathy Carton
* Dana Cary
* Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Caswell
* Edward and Lynne Caswell
Brian and Nikkilee Cataldo
* Edgar Catlin III
* Pat Cavanaugh and Robert Grant
Susan Chadima and Mike Steitzer
* Terry and Barbara Chalou
* Ed and Bianca Chambers
* Winnie and James Chan
* Stephen and Lynda Chandler
Phyllis and Nathan Chandler
* Ann VanVolkenburgh Chang
* Kathleen Chase
Albert and Kathleen Chase
Lee Cheever
* J. Peter and Sarah W. Chingos
* Ron and Kristine Christensen
Kathlene Christensen
Thomas and Carolyn Church
* Paul and Jennifer Ciejka
* Larry and Jean Clampitt
* Barbara B. Clark
* Katie Clark and Rob Wiener
* Krista Clark
* Ronald Clayton
Campbell and Jennie Clegg
* William P. Cockburn
* June Coffin
* Jeffery Cohen and Nancy Heiser
Bill and Ann Colbath
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* Peter and Louise Colburn
* John and Cynthia Coldren
* Kathy Coleman and Bob Howe
* Kathleen Coleman and Larry Weathers
Nancy J Coleman
* Rod and Judy Collette
Jay Collier
* Samantha Collins
* David and Chris Colson
* Colleen Congdon
Tom and Yuko Conlan
Mike and Betsy Connelly
* Robert and Kathy Conway
* Andrew Cook and Jacqueline Ellis
* Michael Cook and Rebecca Flanders
John and Lucile Cooney
* Mr. Bill Coop
Corey Family
Christa Cornell
* Mark Costa and Margaret Lonsdale
* Leonard and Ann Cotton
* Patrick Coughlin and Jennifer Edwards
* Scott and Darcie Couture
* Doug and Mimi Covell
* Justin W. Cowger
* Helen Coxe
* Madison and Deborah Cravey
Cynthia Crawford
* Philip and Jane Crichton
James and Ethel Crispin
* Timothy and Cheryl Crockett
* John Cullen and Natasha
Kempers-Cullen
* Kevin and Annemarie Curnin
John and Eileen Currie
Louis and Ann Cutter
Sara Cyr
* Peter and Beth Dal Negro
* Richard and Carolyn Dalphin
* Michael Daly
* David and Sue Ellen Damour
* William Dana and Emily Boucheuer
* Jane Danielson
* Barbara A. Danly
* Richard and Brenda Darcey
* Christine Dascher
Mattie Daughtry
* Harry Clayton Davies
* Steve Davis and Suzanne Astolfi
* Rebecca and Harry Davis
* Eliza Davis
* Joseph de Rivera
Ramon De Rosa
* Ann Dean and Bernardo Feliciano
Dickinson and Trina Debevoise
Cynthia Dechenes and Raj Woolever
* Marcus and Sarah Deck
Bill and Marilyn DeCusati
* Deborah S. Degraff
Jim and Debbie Demosthenes
* Rene DeRocher
* Rosalie Deschenes
* Erika Despres
* Christine M Detroy
* Richard and Barbara Diamond
Vincent and Cheryl Dicara
John Dice
* Peter Didisheim and Leslie Hunt
* Dianna Dietrich
* Forrest and Deborah Dillon
* Vernon and Aurele Dimond
* Frederick Disch
Jim and Persephone Ditzel
* Linda J. Docherty
* Donald and Carol Doele
* Daniel and Diane Doiron
Michael and Mary Donnelly
* Kristin Von Donop
* Dale and Nancy Dorr
* John and Laura Dorrer
Paul Doscher
* Elisabeth Doucett
* Mary Ann and Ken Douglas
Vlad Douhovnikoff and Laura Ann Henry
* Nancy Dout
* Jacqueline Drapeau
Hannah Dring
Matt and Jennifer Dubel
* Arthur and Bridgett DuBois
* Nelia and Charles Dunbar
Atwood and Marilyn Dunham
Clare Durst
* Christopher and Jennifer Dwinal
* Marilyn Dwyer
* Stuart and Julie Dwyer
Richard W. Earl
* Betsy Eaton
* Bob Eaton and Wendy Batson
* James Ecker and Jane Nichols-Ecker
* Dave and Shirley Edwards
Harold and Susan Edwards
Jon Edwards and Nancy Fox
* Robert D. and Betsy Elder
Fay Eldred
* John Eldredge
* Frederick and Sue Elsaesser
Robert Elwell and Christine Farrell
* Timothy and Kathy Emerson
* Guy Emery
* Warren and Laura Empey
* Byron and Darlene Escoe
* Jay and Lynne Espy
* Richard Estabrook and Ann Havener
Estate of Hazel I. Libby
* Soren Eustis
Mary Evan
* Jeremy Evans
Richard Evans
Maureen L. Evans
* Abram Faber
* James and Amy Fagan
* John and Deborah Farnham
Roger D. Farrington
Kenneth and Carolyn Faulkner
Colin Fay and Stephanie Holmes
* Mitchell Feeney
* Steve Feldman and Patricia Feldman
* Karen Fendler
Johnson C. Fenwick
* Bill Ferdinand and Catherine Ward
Ferdinand
* Monica Ferrari
* Rollin and Averil Fessenden
* Eliot Field
Margaret Fischer
Michael L Fischer
* The Fish and Dunham Families
* Raymond and Peggy Fisher
Janice Fisher
* John and Susan Fitzgerald
* William Fitzsimmons and
Elizabeth Armstrong
* Ann Flannery
* Kimberly Flood
Melissa and Mark Fochesato
* Gary and Janet Fogg
* Cathy Fogler and Bruce Ketchum
* Sara Fogler
Christine Force
* Benson and Patsy Ford
* Carolyn N. Foster
* Tim and Stephanie Foster
Frank Foster
* Elizabeth Fowler and Jim Parmentier
David and Ann Fowler
Jane Fox
* Lynn Frank
* Marta and Robert Frank
* William and Carol Freeman
* Carol and Craig Freshley
Ann Frey
* Ed Friedman
* Robert C. and Laurel Friedmann
* Dan and Kathy Frost
* Sarah Frost
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Frost, Jr.
Stevens Frost
Donors
*Denotes donors who made a contribution to the fiscal year 2014-15 membership campaign.
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Mark Fuans
* Alfred and Phyllis Fuchs
Spencer Fuller
Colleen Fuller
* Janet Fullerton
Linda Gagne
* Jerrold and Robin Galleher
Ian Galleher
Toben Galvin and Susan Moegenburg
William and Heidi Gannon
* Rick J. and Kris Ganong
* Robert Gardner and Nancy Riley
* David and Nancy Gardner
* Ann L. Gardner
* Peter and Kitty Garlid
* Lisa Garside and Evelyn Sebastian
* Robert and Carmen Garver
Samuel Gary
* Susan and David Gay
* General Reinsurance
Donna George and Cynthia Smith
* Alexander N. and Mary Ellen N. Georoff
Ray and Pamela Gerbi
John and Lile Gibbons
* Michael and Caryl Giggey
* Nancy Gilbert
Edward S. and Katherine Gilfillan
* George and Martha Gilmore
* Gene and Jeanne Giunti
Richard and Karen Giustra
* John Gleason and Katrina VanDusen
* David and Kathleen Glenn-Lewin
* Tim Glidden and Katherine Lyon
George Glover Jr. and Liz Glover 
* Dr. Floyd B. Goffin
Andrew Goode and Sue Jones
Phyllis Goodenow and Gordon Adams
* Glen Goodnough and Pamela Griffin
* Chris and Alyssa Goodwin
* Frank R. and Nancy Goodwin
* Alice M. Goodwin
* Frank and Ann Goodyear
* Kendrick Gores
* Lisa Gorman
* Jane A. Gott
Jeff and Heather Gottlieb
* Joseph and Laura Grady
* James P. and Joan Granger
* Ben Grant and Caroline Eliot
* Laeh and Arthur Grant
* Mary Louise Gray
* Terry Dean and Francesca Gray
Phil Gray
Stephen and Len Gray
* Ruth Green
Don and Beula Green
Dr. Chris Green
* Sally Greene
* Samuel and Phyllis Greene
Helen Greene
Marji Greenhut
* Peter L. Greeno
* Lawrence and Joan Greeno
* Aaron and Liza Greenwald
* Kathleen Greer-Burns and
Scott Burns
* Nancy Grice and William Daly
Trent P Griffin
* Todd and Olivia Griset
* Charles and Elizabeth Grobe
* Lee and Lulu Grodzins
Barbara Gros
Frank Guidi and Janice Daley
Chris and Diane Gutscher
Fred and Jill Haer
* Spike and Amy Haible
* George and Joan Hall
William and Amie Hall
* Thomas Hallenbeck
Harold and Virginia Hallock
Moreen Halmo
Edward and Marion Ham
* John Hamilton
* Barbara Hamlin
* Linda Peyton and Morris C. Hancock
Everett Hanke
* Reginald and Tinker Hannaford
* Carl Hardy and Claudine Bravo
* Leon and Cynthia Harkleroad
* Louise Harris and Robert Gibson
“We feel deeply connected to our
community and its beautiful
landscapes, and BTLT plays a
major role in this. In everything
it does—from protecting land to
providing agricultural and recre-
ational resources and a wonderful
array of educational activities—
this vibrant organization connects
people with people, and people
with the natural world. We can’t
think of a better contribution we
can make to our community than
supporting BTLT.” 
~ Jan & Liz Pierson
Jan & Liz Pierson. Photo by Bowdoin Magazine.
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Alison Harris and Bernie Breitbart
Kevin Hart
Louisa Hart
* Betty Hartley
* Megan Hartman
Angie Hartt
* Thomas and Mary Ann Harty
* James and Ruth Harvie
Ann Haslett
* Dorothy Hassfeld
John Hastings
Marianne Haughwout
Nan Hauser
* Gerry Haviland
* Anne Havinga
Ed Hawes
* Rollin and Carolyn Haynes
Anne Hazzard
* Robert and Marge Healing
* Kathleen Heath
Ed and Carla Heath
Julie Hendrickson
Jane Henning
* Mark Henry
* John Henshaw and Pamela Ballinger
Anne Henshaw and Bruno Marino
Nat and Michelle Henshaw
John H. Henshaw
Tom and Julia Henze
Rodger and Jillian Herrigel
Elizabeth Hertz
* Brian and Elizabeth Hess
* Henry and Alicia Heyburn
* Frank Heymann
* G. William and Heather Higbee
* Tim Higgins
Peyton and Chake Higgison
* James and Helen Hildebrandt
* Rebecca and Andrew Hill
* Maria Hinteregger
* John and Kristen Hintze
* Kristin Hite
Philip H. Hoff
* Christopher Hoffman and
Courtney Reichert
* Seth Holbrook
* Colleen Holigan
* Bob Holland
* David and Marcy Holmblad
Steve and Miriam Holt
* David Hoople
* Harry and Virginia Hopcroft
* Hadley and Fred Horch
* Paul and Jean Horn
* Martha Horn
David and Rebecca Hotelling
Whitney Houghton and Ed Stern
Jim and Sue Howard
* Eryn Howe
* Theresa C. Howell
* Clare C. Howell
Roger and Anne Howell
* Cynthia Howland
* Nate and Melissa Hoy
Jack and Judi Hudson
* Thomas H. Hughes
Charles and Amanda Hughes
* Hugh and Carol Huleatt
Karen Hull
* Cecily Hume
Trevor and Susan Hunt
Stuart W. Hunter
* Charles and Louise Huntington
Jonathan and Nina Gram Huntington
* Cheri Hurst
* Edith D. Hustvedt
* John and Margaret Hutchins
Meg Hutchins Broderick
* Marguerite Hyatt
* Carol Ingram
* Charles and Judy Ipcar
* Jim and Sheila Irish
* George S. Isaacson and
Margaret D. McGaughey
* Julie K. Isbill
David Israel and Pamela Fletcher
* J. Lorenzo & Leane B. Masse, in
memory of
Carol Jack
* Tony Jackson and Elisabeth Werby
* Michael Jacubouis
Janice Jaffe and Jim Higginbotham
John and Luce Jakimetz
Marybeth James-O’Connor and Brian
O’Connor
Rob and Catherine Jarratt
* Judith C. Johanson
* Neil and Betty Johanson
* Dewitt and Jane John
* Clare Johnson and
Constantine Valaortis
* Stemple and Catherine Johnson
* Wells Johnson
* Mary and Eric Johnson
* Gail Johnson and Steve Saeger
* Elizabeth Johnson
Suzanne Johnson and Craig Small
Eileen & Gordon Johnson
Wolcott H. Johnson
Helen B Johnson
* Mary Elizabeth Johnson Butler
* Charles and Jane Johnston
* Kurt Johnston
* Michael and Dorothy Jones
* Spencer and Susan Jones
* Judith G Jones
* Carolyn Jones-Assini
* Vic and Barbara Kahwaty
Larry and Carol Kalajainen
Paul and Marion Kalkstein
* Candace Kanes and Barbara Murphy
Richard Kania
* Lewis Kaplan and Adria Kaplan
* Susan Kaplan
* Robert Kassel and Bronwyn Sale
* Laura and Robert Kaster
Joshua Katz and Joanne Rosenthal
* Sandra Kauffman
* James Kay
* Lou Kellenberger
Ken and Martha Keller
Kristen Kellner
* John and Annabelle Kellogg
* Molly O Kellogg
Greg and Lynda Kelly
* Jack and Sue Kennedy
* Keith and Melissa Kennedy
Tom and Mary Kennedy
Joe and Paula Kennedy
Ervil and Cynthia Kennett
* Richard and Caroline Keough
* Becky Keough-Wormwood
* James and Emmy Kerney
Glenn Kessler and Nancy Murray
* Wm. Clark Ketcham and
Catherine L. Finn
* David and Diane P. Kew
* Ralph Keyes and Colleen McKenna
* Richard F Kezer
Bruce and Joan Kidman
* Laura Kim Lee and Brad Burnham
* Robert C. King, Jr. and Nancy King
* Peggy and Joe King
Patricia King
Angus S. King, Jr. and Mary Herman
* Robert and Denise Kinney
* Donald Kitchen
* Keith and Judith Klein
Judith Klein
David and Margo Knight
* Don Knisely
* William T. and Elizabeth Knowles
Melissa Knowlton
* Jane Knox
* Rich Knox and Robin Stidworthy
Robert Koenig
* Fred and Kathy Koerber
Donors
*Denotes donors who made a contribution to the fiscal year 2014-15 membership campaign.
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* Janet Kolkebeck and Glenn Gutsche
* J.H.P. Konarkowski
* Jean Konzal
* Jacqui Koopman
Jane Koopman
Stephan and Anne Kornacki
* Daniel and Mary Kornegay
* Andrew and Jennifer Kosak
* Diana Krauss and Jere LaPointe
* Peter Kraut and Sadie Fowler
* Kathleen and Victor Krea
* Susan Kring
Myron and Doris Krueger
* Ron and Elaine Kurtz
* Kimberly Labbe Mills
* Alice LaChance and Dana Snyder
* Esther Lacognata Palmer and
Barclay Palmer
Ed and Eileen Laine
* Pamela LaJeunesse
* Rachel A. Lamarre
* Neil and Kathy Lamb
* Anthony and Cynthia Lamport
* Laura Ruth Lane-Reticker
Mary Mackey
* Victor Langelo and Jeanette MacNeille
* Bruce and Maureen Langford
* Henry and Sarah Laurence
Pam Studwell, in memory of
David and Florence Lebel
* Paul LeBlanc and Pat Findlen
* Peter and Ann LeBourdais
* David and Janice Leeman
* William LeFurgy
* Jennifer Legnini
Terry and Lucy Leitzell
Dennis and Nancy Lemieux
John and Leslie Lemieux
* Robert and Anne Leonard
Catherine Leonard and Scott Woodruff
Regina S. Leonard
* Jeannine and Kent Leslie
Ms. Joan W. Leslie
Ronald A. Lessard and Mary E. Fox
* Michele Lettiere
Al and Joye Levesque
Steve and Stephanie Levy
Mr. William W. Lewis
Bob Lezer and Katiya Gettys
* Phil and Linda Libby
Maurice Libner and Sharon Bouchard
* John Lichter
* Jon Lichter
Jason Liebe
* Stephen and Carol Liscovitz
* Candace Litchfield and
Alex L. Kosmala
* Bill and Jane Littlefield
* Patricia Livesay
* Chris and Susan Livesay
* Joan T. Llorente
* Judy Lloyd and David Wallace
L. W. and Jane Lloyd
Greg and Cynthia Lobikis
* Steve and Sue Loebs
Andrea Loeffler and Alexander Anesko
Stan and Loukie Lofchie
* Burke and Judith Long
* S. Catherine Longley
Macauley and Carol Lord
Helen Lord
Ann Loughridge Kerr
Peter Lowe and Gail Kezer
Forrest and Stasia Lowe
Howard and Kathy Lowell
* Susan V. Lowery
John F. Loyd
Stephen Ludlan
* Henry Lukas
Shirsten Lundblad
* Jerry and Nancy Lynn
* Jack and Mary Ann MacDonald
John and Judy MacDonald
Edward MacKenzie
G. Calvin and Sally MacKenzie
Elaine MacLennan
David H. Macomber
Mike and Carol Macomber
* Rick Magalis
Robert and Mary Magnus
Volunteer Spotlight
Pam VanVolkenburgh – a member
since 2010 – is an active volunteer
in the Community Garden and
spends one morning a week
helping us with office tasks.
“I believe in what you are doing. It is
very important work in terms of
preserving land and promoting 
community values. Being outdoors is
important for everybody—whether you
are a baby or 100 years old. I have a little time each week and helping
BTLT is my way of supporting your important work.”
Volunteers like Pam are an integral component of the Land Trust’s
activities. Thank you, Pam, for all that you do to support our mission!
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Amanda and Kevin Mahaffey
* Dan and Hope Mahoney
* Tom Mahoney
Stephen Majercik and Faith Barnes
Patricia Maloney
* William and Paige Magnum
* James and Abigail Manny
Kathleen March and Luis Martul
* Kerford and Linda Marchant
* Irene A Marchenay
* Mark T. Margerum and
Elizabeth C. Nelson
* Theodore and Beth Markow
Karen Marlin and Judith Chamberlain
Frances Marquis and Robin Manson
* John and Judy Marsh
Robert Marshall and Enid Sharp
* Burnham and Lisa Martin
* Kathryn and Philip Martin
* Fred and Fran Masciangelo
* Peter Mason and Carrie Coselman
* William and Jennifer Mason
* Andrew and Michelle Mason
Mark Mason
Kimball Mason
Jim and Sherry Mason
* Robert and Betty Masse
* James and Pamela Matson
* Bruce Matznick
* J.F. Maurer
Richard Maurer and Alexandra Maurer
* Paul Mayer
* Donald and Sue Ann Maynes
Dana and Jeanne D’Arc Mayo
* Anne McBride
* Hollis and Martha McBride
Daniel and Elizabeth McBride
Florence McBride
Diana McCain
* Laura McCandlish and Daniel Stone
Joanne McCartan
* Judy McCollum
* Dr. Carol Prescott McCoy
* William and Linda McCullough
* Vincent and Joanne McDermott
* Margie and Craig McEwen
Diana McFarland and Pete Stevens
Julie McGee
John McGoldrick and Joan Sutcliffe
* David and Barbara McGuan
* Peter and Marcy McGuire
* Shannon McHarg
John McKee
* David McKee and Barbara Farrell
* Tom and Jane Mckinney
* Andy and Julia McLeod
* Sarah F McMahon
* Thomas and Ellen McMahon
* Kevin and Sheila McManus
* Jane McMurray
Barbara McNulty
Mary E. McWilliams
* William and Martha Meacham
* Janet E. Mead
* Anna Meader
* Esther Mechler
* Judith Mehrmann and Stephen Hall
* Jim and Meg Meiklejohn
Shelia Menair
* David Merrill and Julia O’Brien-Merrill
Joseph and Doreen Merrill
* Richard Mersereau and Bette Spettel
Karen Messick
Jeannine Messier
* Mr. Daniel Meyer and Mrs. Wendy
Flaschner
* Kerry Michaels and Brett Pierre
* Robert and Christine Millar
* Al Miller and Jean Shaw
* Dusty and Margi Miller
* Margaret Miller
Vivi Miller
Ellen Wentworth Miller
Deborah Miller and Gerald M. Blodgett
* Gregory and Linda Millert
* Ethan and Amy Minton
* Judy Miskell
* Richard W. Moll
Richard and Faith Moll
* Anthony and Diane Monaco
* Jytte Monke
* Judith Montgomery and Paul
D’Alessandro
* Stanley and Michelle Moody
Nancy Moody and Karin Moody Dionne
Tim and Ann Moody
* Susan Moore
* Tom and Linda Moore
* Stephen Morcie
* Dr. Daniel Morgenstern and
Moriah Moser
* Anne C. Morham
* Richard and Eleanor Morrell
* Robert and Nan Morrell
* Douglas and Georgette Morrell
* William and Jane Morrell
Kevin Morris
* Benjamin and Deb Morse
Douglas and Deborah Morton
Stephen and Clare Moss
* Bruce and Mary Abbie Mott
Lauren Moye
Ms. Margaret Wilson
* Elizabeth Muench
* Charles and Sara Louise Mull
Linda Muller and James McCarthy
* Jim and Caroline Murphy
* Patricia Murtagh-Verville and
Michael Verville
* Thomas and Dorothy Nadeau
* Sheri and Paul Nadell
* Gilda Nardone
* Paul and Luanna Nau
* Lorel Nazzaro and Jack Aley
Bob Neal
* Courtney Neff
* Robert and Rita Nelson
* Richard Nelson and Elizabeth Muther
* Jeff and Ann Nelson
* Richard and Ann Nemrow
* James and Margaret Newell
John Newlin and Patricia Carton
* Heather Newman and George
Mackinnon
* H. Gilman Nichols
* Lorrel Nichols
William and Tobi Nichols
* Catherine and Andrew Nickas
Susan Nickerson
Ruth E. Nies
* Bronda and Alfred Niese
* Betsy Niven
Lucia Nixon and Kurt Greenstone
P. Andrews and Brooke Nixon
* Flower Noble
* Walter and Helen Norton
* Margaret R. Nulle
Michael and Sara Nussbaum
* Curtis and Lisa Obery
* Mary O’Brien and Stephen Naculich
* Kathleen Ann O’Connor and Tom Kelly
* Brian O’Connor and Peter Varns
* Christina Oddleifson
Ralph and Rebecca Odom
* Carol O’Donnell
* Ken and Sharon Oehmig
Keith Oehmig
Kimberly and Aron O’Grady
* Chad and Susan Olcott
* Clifton and Susan Olds
Marlene Oliver
* Herve and Dot Ollier
* Rev. and Mrs. David Olson
* Charles and Gerry Orem
Carlyn Orians
* David B. Osborne
Lindy Ost
Donors
*Denotes donors who made a contribution to the fiscal year 2014-15 membership campaign.
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* Pamela Ouellette
W. Scott Overbey
* Elizabeth Owens and Douglass Faherty
* Alan Packard and Patricia Mattina
* Jessica Packard
* David and Barbara Page
* Lisa Paige
* John and Lee Paige
* Gwyneth Palmer
* Alex and Darcee Pantaz
* S. Victor and Evangelia Papacosma
* Ronald R. Paradis
* Herbert and Harriet Paris
* John and Karen Parker
* John and Kate Parker
* Kathleen Bourque and Blair Parker
Durward and Lori Parkinson
Mary Parsons
Albert and Karen Pasternak
Patten Boucher Family
William and Cynthia Patterson
* Richard and Christine Patton
* Kathryn and Tim Paul
Keisha Payson and John Blood
Phillip Payson
* William Peabody and
JoAnne Rush Peabody
* David and Julie Pease
* Ruth B. Peck
* George and Duane Peck
* Steven Pelletier and Mary Hobson
James and Marie Pennell
Dr. Greg Penner
* Brian and Celeste Perkins
Stephen and Heather Perkinson
James Perrin
* Michael Perry and Christine Wolfe
Ralph Perry and Mary Louise
Seldenfleur
Donna Perry
* John and Sandra Peters
* Eleanor Peterson
Roger and Margaret Pezzuti
Evelyn L. Phair
* Augusta and Quinn Philbin
* Tina Phillips
Walter and Joan Phillips
* Jeffery and Laura Piampiano
* Jeffrey Pidot
* Russell and Anne Pierce
* Liz and Jan Pierson
Barbara Pike
* Jeffery Pinnette and Peggy Schick
* Jake Plante and Marcia Harrington
Paul Plumer and Kerry O’Brien
Patricia Poehlitz and Richard Bass
Benet and Beth Pols
* Rea Turet
* William Pond
Joe and Wendy Ponte
* Alice P. Ponziani
James and Maureen Porter
* Dawn Post
* Eileen Poulin and Richard McGuire
Selma Powers
* Joy and Stephen Prescott
* Debora M. Price
Charles Priest and Patricia Ryan
* Sheldon Prosser
Providers of Martins Point Health Care -
Brunswick Bowdoin Clinic
Wayne and Jane Pulk
Richard and Lynn Pulsifer
* Kristen Puryear and Sean Donohue
Paul and Cynthia Putnam
* Josie Quintrell and Duncan Wood
* Lauren A. Radovich
Donald and Sharon Rahn
* James and Virginia Raker
* Lawrence and Jean Rakovan
* Peter and Melanie Rand
Pat Rathbone
* Benjamin and Maruta Ray
Jaime Reatiraza
* Tony and Bonnie Redzinak
* David and Susan Reed
* Theodore and Lynn Reese
Robert B Reeve
* Rodney J. Regier and Shirley A.
Mathews
Corinne B. Reif
Mary Reilly
* John and Carla Rensenbrink
* George and Clyda Rent
* David and Edith Rentz
* Erica Reyes
* Judith Ann Reynolds
* Joan Reynolds
* Lori Rice
* Ashby and Nancy Richards
John Richardson and Stephanie Grohs-
Richardson
Donald Rickel
* Carson and Helen Riddle
* Todd and Karen Rider
* Jon Riggleman and Robin Brooks
* Gordon and Barbara Riggs
* Mr. and Mrs. C. Warren Ring
Christina and Geno Ring
Paul Rinnert
Janet Rivard
Leanne Robbin and John Chapman
* David and Rosemary Roberts
* Janet Roberts
* Skip and Ann Robinson
Patricia Robinson
* Sarah Rodgers and Trevor Peterson
* Ellen Rodgers
* Eleanor Rodgers
Daniel Roet
John C. Rogers
* Alice Rohman
* Ted Rooney and Pat Cannon
* Priscilla P. Rooth
* Richard and Sarah Rosen
Bill and Elie Rosenberg
* Howard and Mary Jane Rosenfield
Ray and Mike Rosenzweig
Robert and Ann Rossi
* John and Mathilde Rothwell
* Jen Ruid and Ben Hemberger
* Thomas A. Rumpf and Annee Tara
* Don and Barb Russell
* Susan E. Russell
* Steven and Kimberly Rutherford
* Bill Ryan and Katy Kline
* Paul Saindon
* Richard and Lucy Sallick
E.P. Saltonstall
* Kristi Sandoy
* Carole Sargent
* Priscilla Sargent
Rodney G. Sarle
* Donald Sarles and Carolyn Bryant
* Paul Saucier and Myrna Koonce
* Hugh and Caroline Savage
Douglas and Marcia Scammon
Jane Scease
Dr. Scott and Susan Schafer
* Paul Schaffner and Irene Chance
* Dr. David W. and Deborah Schall
Egon Schartel
* Jack and Malena Schlosser
* Dr. Edward C. Schmidt and
Elizabeth E. Schmidt
* Elena Schmidt
Andrew Schoenberg
* John E. Schwab
Elliott Schwartz
Patricia Riley
* Elizabeth Scully
* Kenneth and Judy Segal
* Scott Sehon
Priscilla Seimer
* David and Dorothy Selleck
* George and Sue Sergeant
* Tom Settlemire and Sharon McHold
Marie and Bernard Sharkey
Leslie Shaw
* J. Gregory Shea and Susan Wygal
Derik and Desha Shean
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* Vineet and Hillary Shende
Tim Shepard
Cathy Hanks Shields
* Dwight Sholes
* Alina Shumsky and David Chatalbash
* Felicity and Martin Sidwell
Peggy Siegle
Lee Silverman
Laura Simmers
* Peter J. Simmons and Charlotte Agell
* Dr. Miles A. Simmons and
Leslie Simmons
* Larry Simon and Lynne Miller
* Christine and P. Simonson
Herbert P. Simpson
* Andrea Sinclair and Skip Brimlow
* Dr. Thomas and Roberta Skaling
James and Lois Skillings
Sally Lee Skillman
* John and Deborah Slavin
* David and Christine Sloan
* Melinda Small and Raymond Rutan
* Andrew Smith and Bodie Colwell
* Richard and Priscilla Smith
* Janvier K. and Maureen Smith
* Gordon and Mary Beth Smith
* Dana L. and Bettina Smith
* Robert L. Smith
* Gloria Smith
* Andrea Smith
* Carl Smith
Owen Smith
Lauren Smith
Joan Smith and Daniel Taylor
Stoddard L. Smith
Kermit C. and Deborah Smyth
* Craig and Barbara Snapp
* Jennifer Snow and Dave Wilby
Ervin Snyder and
Wanda Webber Snyder
Jill Snyder
* Robert Sobak and Karin
Hoppenbrouwers
Family Sobocinski
* Alan and Carol Sockloff
* Karin Soderberg
Eric Sofen and Allison Burson
Peter and Clara Sollecito
Judith B. Solomon
Lane and Eirwen Soltesz
* Monique and Arthur Sondheim
* Ronald and Susan Sorg
* Daniel Sortwell
* Susan Soule and Don McCranren
* Don and Sue Spann
Lydia Sparrow
* Stephen and Rochelle Spear
Robert and Janet Spear
* Daniel and Margaret Spears
* Amy M. and Jon Spelke
* Charles and Bonnie Spies
* Richard Spindler and Alice
Cunningham Spindler
* Robert M. Spivey and
Marian L. Dalton
William T. and Patricia Spock
* Allen and Anne Springer
* Christopher and Eunice St. John
* James A. St. Pierre
Maurice and Sonia St. Pierre
* Sue Stableford
Jill Standish
Lenore Stanton
* Mrs. Eliza Stark
* Ted and Judith Stauffer
* Beth Stemmier
* Richard and Ann Stephenson
Steven Stern and Arlene Morris
* Herschel Sternlieb
* Sarah Stevens
* Kathryn Stevens and
Sandra Chipman
* Millie Stewart
* Kurt Stinson and
Jeanne Baker Stinson
Sylvia Stocker and Stephen Wellcome
* Brooks and Susan Stoddard
* Dr. Fred and Jean Stong
* Frederic and Lucille Stott
Lucille and Sandy Stott
* Glenn Stover
Michael Strange and
Nancy Curtis-Strange
Rev. Frank and Caroline Strasburger
* Charles Strauss, Jr. and Sherrill
Strauss
* Bonnie and Linton Studdiford
* Thomas Studwell
* Linda Suitor
* John and Krista Sullivan
T. Kevin and Sue Sullivan
* Emily and Ben Swan
* David and Ann Swanson
* Craig Swartz
Barbara and Mark Swisher
David and Anne Taft
* Susan L. Tananbaum
Paul and Susan Taylor
Dana Teboe and Brenda Mower-Teboe
* Dennis and Paula Tefft
* Sheldon and Denise Tepler
* Capt. And Mrs. Frank Tesar
* Lisa Tessler and Mark Ireland
Conrad and Viviann Thibeault
* Wayne and Ruth Thibodeau
* Linden Thigpen
* Scott and Joan Thompson
* Molly Thompson
Nancy Thompson
Susan Thorner
* David and Maryli Tiemann
* Karen Tilbor
* Mike and Stephanie Timberlake
* Emelie Tolley
Joel and Donna Tompkins
Sally Tongren
Joe and Lisa Toste
John and Marielynn Towers
* Lee Townley
* Terry and Sara Townsend
Adelaide and Joe Trafton
* William and Belle Traver
* David and Tina Treadwell
* Mel and Irene Tremper
* Austin and Mary Alice Treworgy
* Ryan and Danielle Triffitt
* Priscilla Trudell
* Phyllis Truesdell
* Barbara Tsonis
* Barbara Tucker
* Willis and Roberta Tucker
* Benjamin Tucker and Anastasia Hicks
* William and Katherine Tucker
Jack and Martha Tucker
Andrew Tufts
William and Mary Turner
Philip and Jacqueline Tuttle
* Roger and Kathleen Tuveson
* Benjamin and Christine Twining
* Dale and Anna Twitchell
* Angela Twitchell and Scott Libby
* Don and Sonia Tyler
John and Becky Ungemach
* Scott and Julie Upham
* David Vail and June Vail
* Abigail Van Doren and Paul Womer
* Lloyd Van Lunen and Margaret Wilson
* Bruce and Susan Van Note
* William C. Vanderwolk
* Derek and Pamela VanVolkenburgh
* Peter and Jean Vaughn
* Mark and Carol Verhey
* Richard Verville
* Rosann E. Wade
* Jo Eaton Wagner
* Steve Walker and Jackie Sartoris
Robert and Julia Walkling
*Denotes donors who made a contribution to the fiscal year 2014-15 membership campaign.
Donors
“I support the Land Trust because protection of
natural ecosystems and farmland is so important
to our future. The Land Trust has so many
ways it connects with the community; trails at
Crystal Spring and the Cathance River, the
Farmers’ Market, the Community Garden,
and education events. BTLT is a shining
example of organization done right.
The work that you are doing continually
reminds me that we can still create a bright
future for our young people to inherit. Thanks!” 
~ Nick Whatley, owner of Business Partner, 
Morningstar Stone & Tile
Business Partners
Contribute $1,000 or more annually
Bank of America
Brunswick Hotel & Tavern
Cribstone Capital Management
Dead River Company
FHC, Inc.
Lee Auto Malls
Law Office of Stoddard Smith
Morningstar Stone & Tile
Morton Real Estate
Riley Insurance Agency
Business & Organizational Donors
Albert Putnam Associates
Basham and Scott, LLC
Bath Brunswick Veterinary Associates, Inc.
Bath Savings Institution
Bowdoin Baking Company
Bowdoin College
Brian Smith Surveying
Cosmic Stone and Garden Supply
Crystal Spring Community Farm
Down East Cleaning
Downeast Energy Corporation
Eaton Peabody Foundation
Fairwinds Farm
Girl Scouts of Maine Troop 1280
Maine School Garden Network
Maine Pines Racquet & Fitness
Maine Waterside Homes, Inc.
Mangum and Associates
Moncure & Barnicle
Morning Glory Natural Foods
Northern Sun Family Health Care
Picture Framer
C.L. Powers Jr. Excavation
Pretty Flowers
Rousseau Management
Sitelines, PA
Southern Maine Astronomers
Stantec Consulting Services, Inc.
Table Arts Media LLC
The Bank of Maine
The Sustainability Lab
The Turkey Farm
TMA Development Corporation
Town of Topsham
Office of Cornelia Viek, CPA
Welltree, Inc.
Wild Oats Bakery & Café
Wright-Pierce
Foundations & Public Grants
Aldermere Foundation
Alfred Senter Fund
Davis Conservation Foundation
Elmina B. Sewall Foundation
Fields Pond Foundation, Inc.
Forest Foundation
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Helen Clay Frick Foundation
Kitchen Gardeners International
L.L. Bean Maine Land Trust Grant Program
Land for Maine’s Future Program
Land Trust Alliance
Maine Coast Heritage Trust
Maine Community Foundation
Maine Farmland Trust
Maine Natural Resource Conservation Program
Maine Outdoor Heritage Fund
MCF - Ram Island Conservation Fund 25/25 Challenge
Midcoast Hospital
Moser Family Foundation, Inc.
National Coastal Wetlands Grant Program
Natural Resource Conservation Service
Norcross Wildlife Foundation, Inc.
North American Wetland Conservation Act
North American Wetlands Conservation Act —
Small Grant Program
Oak Foundation
Open Space Institute
Quimby Family Foundation
The McCance Foundation Trust
The Merrymeeting Bay Trust
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans Foundation
USDA-Farm Ranchland Protection Program
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* John and Gina Wallace
* Wendy Walsh
James and Mary Walsh
* Charles and Bonnie Walstrom
* Melissa Walters and Bob Black
Nancy Wanderer and Susan Sanders
* Mary Lee Parker Ward
* Sarah G. Ward
* Matthew Ware
Clarence A. Warner, Jr.
* Thomas and Carol Warren
* Daniel and Meg Warren
* Harry and Judith Warren
* Loraine Washburn
* Katharine Watson
* William and Frances Weatherbie
David and Vicki Webb
* David and Susan Webbert
Mrs. Mary Lane Webster
* Steven and Susan Weems
* Susan Wegner and John Fischer
Martha Weisberg
* Leslie and Prentiss Weiss
* Suse Weissman
* Carolyn Welch
* Francis Welch
Jeffery and Joyce Welt
* Henry and Gloria Welzel
* Kevin Wertheim and Ann Kibbie
* Sue West
* Leonard Westra and Beth Thompson
* Margaret Wetzel
* Nat and Genie Wheelwright
* Rupert and Ruth White
* Charles and Susan White
Judith White
* Dick and Rosemary Whiting
* Wayne Whitney and Shelby Patton
Ted Wickwire
* David and Lois Widmer
* Frederick and Debra Wigand
Richard and Laurye Wilcox
* Mark and Susan Wild
* Peter and Hilda Wiley
* Marty and Jan Wilk
* Dr. William Wilkoff and Marilyn Wilkoff
* Robert and Ann Williams
Ann Williams
Kris Wills
* Richard Wilson and Cheryl Sleeper
Jeffery and Kimberly Wilson
Judith Wilson
DIRECTORS
Elizabeth Armstrong
Brad Babson, President
Doug Bennett, Vice President
William Ferdinand
Jerry Galleher
Kristine Ganong
Christopher Goodwin
Elizabeth Hertz
Mary Johnson, Treasurer
Wells Johnson
Esther Lacognata Palmer
Jeff Nelson
Richard Mersereau
Tom Settlemire
Charles Spies
Linton Studdiford
Emily Swan, Secretary
Lloyd Van Lunen
Steve Walker
Margaret Wilson
ADVISORY 
COUNCIL
Janet Bodwell
Claude Bonang
Everett Carson 
Dana Cary
Jane Crichton
Forrest Dillon
Nelia Dunbar
Marilyn Dwyer
Rollin Fessenden
Averil Fessenden
Gary Fogg
Spike Haible
Alicia Heyburn
Henry Heyburn
Heather Higbee
Eileen Johnson
Fred Koerber
John Lichter
N. Macauley Lord 
Lisa Martin
William Mason
Daniel Morgenstern 
Arlene Morris
Herbert Paris
Steven Pelletier
Liz Pierson
Jan Pierson
Debora Price
Richard Pulsifer
Carla Rensenbrink
Patricia Ryan
Christine Sloan
Jym St. Pierre
Steven Stern 
Millie Stewart
Brooks Stoddard 
Kathy Thorson
David Vail 
Jan Wilk
Martin Wilk
Richard Wilson 
Sarah Wolpow 
STAFF
Angela Twitchell, Executive Director
Caroline Eliot, Associate Director
Chris Cabot, Land Conservation &
Farmland Protection Specialist
Lee Cataldo, Outreach & 
Education Coordinator
Ellen Rodgers, Financial & 
Administrative Manager
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust 
Donors Rob and Fiona WilsonDr. R. G. Winkelbauer* Louise D. Winninghoff
Michael and Hilary Wirtz
* Joann Withington
Christine Wolff
* Sarah Wolpow and
Stephan Bamberger
* Wesley Wood
* Paul and Cindy Wood
* Charles and Ria Woodman
Frances Woodring
* Michael D. Wormser
* Mark and Rita Worthing
Virgina Wright
* Tenley Wurglitz
Leo Wysochansky
Jean Yarbrough and Richard Morgan
* Leland Yee
Edward and Janet Yost
* Anthony and Barbara Yuodsnukis
David Zamarripa
Frank Zarkowsky
* Mary Lou Zeeman
Marc and Sarah Zimman
* Steven and Julie Zimmerman
* Nancy Zugehoer
* Matthew Zweig and Shannon Elliott
We’ve tried our best to ensure the accuracy of this donor list. We sincerely apologize if there are any
errors. If your name is omitted or listed incorrectly, please call 729-7694 or contact angela@btlt.org.
Thank you!
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Leaving a Legacy
For 30 years, Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust has protected
places that make our community and landscape extraordinary.
By including the Land Trust in your estate plans, you can
ensure this legacy continues for generations to come.
Planned gifts come in all shapes and sizes and each is 
an expression of one person’s desire to make a lasting
impact. You do not have to be wealthy to make a planned
gift. We can work with you and your advisors to create
your unique legacy towards the mission of conservation
in our community. If you are interested in making a
planned gift or have already made a provision for the
Land Trust through a bequest, beneficiary designation,
or other arrangement, please contact Angela Twitchell 
at 207-729-7694 or angela@btlt.org.
Photo by William Nichols.
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SUPPORT, REVENUE, AND GAINS
Contributions $329,952
Donated Land and Easements 219,000
Grants 122,450
Other Revenues 62,434
Total Support, Revenue and Gains $733,836
EXPENSES
Programs $596,710
Supporting Services 94,712
Fundraising 87,631
Total Expenses $779,053
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS ($45,217)
NET ASSETS
Beginning of year $3,515,219
End of year $3,470,002*
* Of this total, approximately $98,000 is permanently
restricted, and $1,195,000 is restricted or designated 
for specific land projects or other purposes.
BREAKDOWN OF PROGRAM EXPENSES
Agricultural Programs 109,183
Education & Outreach 40,160
Land Conservation 356,761
Stewardship 90,606
Total Program Expenses 596,710
Statement of Activities 
for the Year Ended 
June 30, 2015
Thanks to our
members and donors,
the Land Trust is
healthy and growing.
With approximately
$3.5 million in net
assets and fiscally
responsible budgeting,
we are moving into the
future on a solid
financial foundation.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The current-year loss was funded by pledge payments collected in the
current year, but recorded as income in previous years under Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles.
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust is a nonprofit, tax exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, a publicly supported
organization as defined by Section 170(b) A-6. Contributions are tax
deductible to the extent allowed by law. An independent auditor’s report is
available upon request. Our 990 is also available online at www.btlt.org.
BRUNSWICK-TOPSHAM LAND TRUST
Thirty Years
& Counting
Founded 1985
around effort to
protect 15 acre
coastal meadow
1988 first local
land trust in Maine
to hire full time
executive director
1994 purchase
of Crystal
Spring Farm
1995 establishes
first trail system at
Bradley Pond Farm
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Support, Revenue, and Gains by Category
Totaling $734K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015
Expenses by Category
Totaling $779K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015
Program Expenses by Category
Totaling $596K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015
Other 
Revenues 
8.5%
Grants 16.7%
Donated Land and 
Easements 29.8%
Contributions 45.0%
Supporting 
Services 12%
Programs 77%
Fundraising 
11%
Stewardship 
15%
Land Conservation 60%
Education and 
Outreach 7%
Agricultural 
Programs 18%
1999 establishes
Saturday Farmers’
Market
1998 wins MLTN
Land Heritage
Award
2012 completes land
trust accreditation
process
2012 founds 
Tom Settlemire
Community Garden
2015 completes largest
ever comprehensive
campaign
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